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DESCRIPTION
Recent years have seen dramatic improvements in artificial
intelligence, with much more sensational enhancements
conceivable in the coming many years. In both the short-term
and the long-term, AI ought to be developed in a safe and
beneficial direction. The field of AI is advancing quickly. Recent
years have seen dramatic breakthroughs in picture and speech
recognition, autonomous robotics, language tasks, and game
playing. The coming decades will probably see significant
improvement. This guarantees incredible advantages: New
scientific discoveries, less expensive and better goods and
services, medical advances. The research and collaborations
efforts have investigated utilizations of AI across a scope of
worldwide difficulties, including combating climate change,
pandemic response, and food security.

AI based intelligence additionally raises near-term concerns:
Privacy, bias, inequality, safety and security. CSER's research has
recognized emerging threats and patterns in global cyber security,
and has investigated difficulties on the intersection of AI,
digitization and nuclear weapons systems. Most current AI
systems are 'narrow' applications – explicitly intended to handle
an all-around indicated issue in one area, like a specific game.
Such methodologies can't adjust to new or more extensive
challenges without critical upgrade. While it could be far better
than human performance in one area or domain, it is not
superior in other domains. However, a long-held goal in the field
has been the development of artificial intelligence that can learn
and adapt to a very broad range of challenges.

AI in the longer term: Opportunities and threats

As AI systems become all the more remarkable and broader they
might become better than human execution in numerous
domains. In the event that this happens, it could be a transition
as transformative economically, socially, and politically as the

industrial revolution. This could lead to extremely positive
developments, however could also potentially pose catastrophic
risks from accidents (safety) or misuse (security). On security this
present systems frequently turn out badly unpredictable. There
are various difficult technical issues identified with the plan of
accident-free artificial intelligence and advanced AI systems
could be key monetary and military assets. On the off chance
that various gatherings contended to foster it first, it may have
the undermining elements of a weapons contest. Mitigating risk
and accomplishing the worldwide advantages of AI will
introduce governance challenges, and will require worldwide
participation and representation.

Towards safe and beneficial transformative AI

There is incredible uncertainty and conflict over timelines for
the improvement of advanced AI systems. In any case, whatever
the speed of progress in the field, it appears as though there is
valuable work that can be done right now. Technical machine
learning research into safety is now being led by teams at
openAI, deep mind, and the centre for hyuman-compatible AI.

The community working towards safe and beneficial super
intelligence has grown around the world. This has come from AI
researchers showing authority on this issue – upheld by broad
conversations in machine learning labs and conferences, the
landmark Puerto Rico conference, and high-profile support from
individuals like CSER counsels Elon Musk and Stephen
Hawking.

More developed and powerful AI systems will be created and
conveyed in the coming years, these systems could be
transformative with negative as well as positive consequences,
and it appears to be that we can accomplish valuable work at the
present time. While there are numerous uncertainties, we ought
to commit genuine exertion and thought to establishing the
systems for the security of future systems and better
understanding the implications of such advances.
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